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The pandemic and the
economic disruptions it
created threw new light
on the importance of risk
management, prompting
a need to reconsider how
resilience is assessed.

Since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, banks and other financial institutions
have encountered a steady stream of regulatory reforms and changes to
their risk management processes. Meanwhile, regulators have been working
to codify regular assessments of prevailing economic conditions into
the compliance and disclosure processes of the entities they supervise.
Following the tumult of 2020, largely driven by the Covid-19 pandemic,
risk and resilience are expected to continue to be top of mind issues for
regulators and banks alike in the year ahead, and beyond.
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Covid-19 and the economic disruptions
it created have thrown new light on
the importance of stress testing in risk
management workflows. While most regulators
would say financial institutions were well
prepared for the pandemic in terms of capital
and liquidity, the crisis provided banks with
more severe scenarios than they had previously
modeled for. Most banks recognize that
outcomes may have been far different without
the support provided by governments, central
banks and regulators, prompting a need to
reassess existing practices for managing risk
and assessing resilience.
In 2021, and the years ahead, banks will be
looking to bolster their stress testing processes,
in order to increase visibility into new and
unforeseen risks that may not be adequately
addressed with models based on traditional
macroeconomic variables and risk factors.
Already, regulators and banks alike are working
to develop new scenarios to assess the impacts
of future pandemics, cyber-attacks and climate
change-induced environmental crises. This
white paper discusses some of these emerging
trends and developments.

Research suggests that in the years ahead,
banks will be increasingly focused on new
technologies that can generate greater
efficiencies in stress testing, allowing them to
run a greater number of complex scenarios
and freeing up risk teams to dedicate more
time and resources towards addressing new
risks, such as those related to climate change.
In light of this, the paper also examines how
technology and cloud infrastructure can
increase performance and allow banks to
leverage the insights generated from stress
tests for organizational-wide risk management
and decision-making.

While most regulators would say
financial institutions were well
prepared for the pandemic in
terms of capital and liquidity, the
crisis provided banks with more
severe scenarios than they had
previously modeled for.
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Throw it into reverse

Stress testing methodologies create a
conundrum for regulators and financial
institutions: while normative approaches to
assessing known risks are a foundational
component of every financial ecosystem, the
use of familiar scenarios and established data
sets by themselves can blind banks to the
impacts that unforeseen risks may present. One
way banks are trying to develop new avenues
to assess risk is to complement their existing
stress test methodologies with what is known
as reverse stress testing.

“In reverse stress tests, we
don’t necessarily look at the
macroeconomic environment.
We try to find a scenario
where the bank breaks, such
as a bank run, cyber-attack,
or an extremely severe trade
war where international
trade and transaction
banking come to a standstill.”
says Daniel Gelinas, Head of
Standard Chartered Bank’s
Stress Testing Strategic
Program.

Most current stress testing methodologies rely
upon established scenarios, incorporating wellcodified (if not standardized) macroeconomic
inputs. Stress testing typically starts with
the identification of a range of adverse scenarios,
which is largely driven by historical experience.
This often involves revisiting the conditions of
major economic events such as the October 1987
stock market crash or the 2008 Global Financial
Crisis, where the analysis also borrows from and
relies on the regulatory frameworks that were
created in their aftermath.
Reverse stress testing, on the other hand,
requires banks to ‘work backward’ from a
pre-determined end state, usually one where
a bank’s operations are assumed to be at or
near a point of failure. This can be used to
determine the steps banks would need to take
to maintain operations and plan out recovery
options, in events where they run out of cash
or become unable to settle their liabilities,
are forced to make immediate repayment on
borrowings, or lose access to a principal source
of funding. Reverse stress testing can also help
banks identify hidden vulnerabilities and specific
weaknesses within individual business lines
and develop plans to address them.
“In traditional stress tests, the movement of
macroeconomic variables over time tells you
what would happen in your cost structures,
your balance sheet growth and your impairment
levels,” says Daniel Gelinas, Head of Standard
Chartered Bank’s Stress Testing Strategic
Program. “In reverse stress tests, we don’t
necessarily look at the macroeconomic
environment. We try to find a scenario where
the bank breaks, such as a bank run, cyberattack, or an extremely severe trade war where
international trade and transaction banking
come to a standstill.”
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The shock of the pandemic has highlighted the need for banks
to develop formal reverse stress testing programs, as well as to
incorporate new models and scenarios in existing stress testing
processes.

According to Gelinas, reverse stress testing
allows banks to create resilience strategies
beyond the programmatic norms basic stress
tests have established. “Reverse stress testing
brings a completely different view about the
risks that an organization is facing. From an
institutional perspective, it brings a lot of
value and insight. For example, upon analysis
of reverse stress test outcomes, a bank could
move to change its risk appetite or increase
control measures in such area like technology
security.”
The degree to which most financial institutions,
in Asia and elsewhere, have so far weathered
the Covid-19 pandemic is in part testament to
the reliability and utility of institutionalized
stress testing based on standard inputs and
mature data and methodologies. Yet, in the

context of Covid-19, banks are likely to apply
reverse stress testing to assess the impact
of the removal of regulatory measures that
have so far provided support to lenders and
borrowers alike.
The shock of the pandemic has highlighted the
need for banks to develop formal reverse stress
testing programs, as well as to incorporate
new models and scenarios in existing stress
testing processes. Indeed, central banks
globally have been actively developing new
stress test scenarios, seeking to protect against
future financial stability shocks as part of their
mandates. While this may present challenges
for banks, most would agree that these efforts
help them to build additional resilience in
areas that go beyond traditional concerns
around balance sheets and capital ratios.
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The changing climate of stress testing

The threat of climate change – increasingly
recognized to be one of the biggest potential
risks to global economic growth – has become
a particularly important new area that banks
in Asia are beginning to build into their stress
testing processes. In this arena, as with many
other regulatory initiatives, insights are being
drawn from the leadership of UK and European
regulators.
The Bank of England (BOE) has been pioneering
efforts to use stress testing to assess the
impact of climate-related risks on the UK
financial system, looking out 30 years into the
future. Although implementation was delayed
last year, the BOE announced in November1
that the so-called Climate Biennial Exploratory
Scenario (CBES) will now launch in June
20212, with participating banks and insurers
expected to submit their initial results by
end-September.
Meanwhile, the European Central Bank (ECB)
published final guidance3 in November
explaining how banks are expected to
manage and disclose climate-related and
environmental risks, including by incorporating
these risks into their stress test scenarios.
European banks are asked to conduct a climate
risk self-assessment and draw up action plans,
which the ECB will begin assessing this year,
with a view to conducting a bank-level climate
stress test in 2022.

In Asia, Hong Kong and Singapore have
been among the key jurisdictions advancing
efforts in this area. The Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS) finalized its environmental
risk management guidelines4 for the
financial industry in December. Among other
requirements, the guidelines set out
expectations for banks to develop capabilities
in scenario analysis and stress testing to assess
the impact of material environmental risk,
including climate risk, on their risk profiles
and business strategies. MAS plans to include
climate-related scenarios in its annual stress
test for the financial industry within the next
two years.
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) is
meanwhile planning to launch5 a pilot exercise
on climate risk stress testing in July 2021. The
exercise is expected to help banks improve
their understanding of the impact of climate
risks, build capacity to measure such risks
and identify data gaps. The HKMA has
developed scenarios for banks to use in the
pilot exercise, drawing from the work of the
Network for Greening the Financial System
(NGFS) and the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC).
Besides Hong Kong and Singapore, several
other banking regulators in Asian jurisdictions
have announced plans to include climate
risk stress testing in their supervisory
frameworks, including in China, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia and the
Philippines. While climate risk stress testing
is still in the early stages of development, it is
clear that most jurisdictions will be looking to
make progress in this area in the year ahead.

1. https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2020/november/the-boe-is-restarting-the-climate-biennial-exploratory-scenario
2. h
 ttps://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/stress-testing/2020/update-on-the-banks-approach-to-the-climate-biennial-exploratory-scenario.pdf
3. h
 ttps://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/ssm.202011finalguideonclimate-relatedandenvironmentalrisks~5821
3f6564.en.pdf
4. h
 ttps://www.regulationasia.com/mas-finalises-environmental-risk-management-guidelines-for-banks/
5. h
 ttps://www.regulationasia.com/hkma-invites-banks-to-participate-in-climate-stress-testing-pilot/
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An accurate picture

Among the key challenges to be addressed,
regulators and financial institutions will
be working to ensure that the assumptions
and methodologies used when formulating
scenarios are adequate to deliver robust
results. While the scenarios will draw on data
supplied by agencies with expertise in climate
issues, efforts will also be aimed at identifying
and closing information gaps.
For example, banks will need access to
geolocation and risk profile data for the
physical assets to which their portfolios
are exposed, as well as information on the
likelihood of temperature rises, flooding and
other weather events, in order to calculate
probability of default (PD) and loss given
default (LGD) for their assets. In the UK and
EU, these advanced datasets will be needed
to model climate risk against 30-year time
horizons, going far beyond what existing stress
testing models are designed for.
“We are being asked to run three different
climate change scenarios over 30 years, and
we’ve recognized that our current traditional
stress testing credit risk models for the most
part aren’t fit for purpose,” says Standard
Chartered’s Gelinas, who is working to ensure
readiness for the UK’s CBES. He highlights
the difficulty of assessing default probability
and loss trends over long periods under wide
and complex arrays of variables. “Technically,
climate risk stress tests are the same as what
we do normally, but we have to augment them
with new sets of information, and ultimately
rethink the application of our models and
process for the future.”


Banks like Standard Chartered will be required
to include both physical risks and transition
risks in their stress testing models. The exercise
will rely on certain assumptions about how the
climate will evolve, how government policy will
change, and how fossil fuel and other highemissions industries will adapt to the new
environment to stay profitable. Adding to the
complexity, stress testing models may have to
account for how banks will be actively adjusting
their own businesses and loan portfolios over
time, reducing exposures to carbon-intensive
companies that start to underperform and
reduce in size.
While several challenges remain to ensure
climate risk stress tests are able to present
an accurate picture of the risks that lie
ahead, many of them will likely be addressed
through industry collaboration, regulatory
engagement, global standard-setting and
technology innovation. In the next section,
we argue that technology-enabled processes
are of critical importance for banks as they
labor to improve efficiency and performance
delivery in stress testing.
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Rethinking data architecture

Currently, most stress testing at banks occurs
in silos, only to be glued together afterwards.
Many banks are still stress testing their balance
sheets manually, using multiple spreadsheets
that then need to be reconciled. Aside from
the operational risks this presents, it limits
the ability of banks to run the increasingly
complex scenarios that are needed to assess
the impacts from new and emerging risks,
including those related to future pandemics
and climate change.
For banks that have dedicated stress testing
platforms, many are still limited to only running
a single scenario over the span of a few months,
or just 3-4 scenarios per year. Often this is due
to manual steps, lengthy data sourcing and
reconciliation processes, a lack of integration
of risk engines, or simply budget constraints
preventing investment in the necessary
technology. This has implications for strategic
planning, risk management and decisionmaking, and can hinder a bank’s ability to
weather future crises.
“Across the market, we see players are
scrambling or falling short in responding
to the new operating environment due to
their inherent silos, add-ons to sub-optimal
solutions, characterized by spreadsheets,
and their reliance on a multitude of manual
processes,” says Donna-Maree Vinci, NonExecutive Director & Strategic Advisor, Financial
Services, and the former Chief Digital &
Information Officer at Bank of Queensland.
“These factors only increase operational risk,
the inefficiency of resources and slows down
decision-making.”
Amid regulatory pressures and increased
competition, the current risk and financial
operating environments are fundamentally at
an inflection point, Vinci explains. “This has
forced banks to rethink their data architecture
and the platforms that will underpin their
growth strategies and risk management
capabilities. Pressure has never been so acute

on the need for automated stress testing
across the financial services sector. Many firms
are trying to respond more efficiently and
strategically by moving to integrated, adaptive
and modern data and stress testing platforms.”
Indeed, as access to technology increases, it
has also become easier for banks to define
scenarios to stress test the specific risk factors
to which they are exposed. New technology
allows a move towards end-to-end integrated
stress testing frameworks, which leverage
organizational data, provide enhanced
consistency of this data, and enable banks to
run scenarios across a variety of risk types at
once, whether they be related to capital, credit,
market, liquidity or funding risks.
As Vinci highlights, the most effective
approaches to stress testing available today
are underpinned by strong data governance
practices and adaptive platform architecture.
Specifically, banks should be able to aggregate
data from across business lines and customer
segments, with a common data model catering
to instrument level data. This allows banks
to identify correlations between each of the
sectors, industries and jurisdictions to which
they are exposed, across the enterprise,
enabling a better understanding of risk and
more decision-useful stress testing results.
Enterprise-wide stress testing frameworks
have become particularly important as the
business of banking becomes increasingly
global. They enable the effective integration
of stress testing workflows into banks’ risk
frameworks, business decision-making and
strategic planning processes, which further
highlights the importance of data governance.
“We are experiencing an unprecedented focus
on the integrity, quality and lineage of our
data sources, particularly as we manage more
advanced and open data sets and diverse
reporting requirements,” Vinci says.
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Stress testing must improve

In times of crisis, weaknesses in the
organizational aspects of current stress
testing programs reveal themselves. Often,
stress testing is performed mainly as
an isolated exercise by the risk function
within a bank, and results are manually
reported. Further, differing stress events and
assumptions used in each model also mean
that the outputs cannot be easily aggregated
into a meaningful, combined result. The
results of each model are then reviewed
independently, which makes any comparison
across risk types or assets challenging.
Financial institutions are also challenged by the
disintegration of methodologies and numerous
risk systems that hinder timely turn-around
of management reports and reconciliation of
data and results. By integrating portfolio data
and risk measurements into a single strategic
platform, more advanced technology enables a
firmwide view of risk that not only accelerates
the process of stress testing, but also reduces
the complexity and time needed to comply with
regulatory requirements.
As it stands, firmwide stress testing across all
asset classes, positions and business lines must
improve to ensure appropriate risk capture and
to enable the aggregation of stress test and
risk calculation results more consistently and
effectively. Developing an integrated approach
to risk evaluation, especially under stress
scenarios, is needed to understand events that
have effects across risk types, which, when
combined, could result in exposure beyond
isolated test results.
“An end-to-end stress-testing solution enables
banks to stress all risk types in one single
process with rapid results. With that, a common

set of stress scenarios can be applied across
the entire balance-sheet in a truly integrated
manner,” says Mourid Nasri, Head of Sales
APAC at Wolters Kluwer Financial Services. “The
limitations of prior stress testing frameworks
have highlighted the need for an approach
that will allow organizations to aggregate
information across the firm and to assess
vulnerability to interrelated events across all
risk and asset types.”
“In addition, there is also strong interest in
making stress testing solutions more accessible
to teams outside the risk management
function. Successfully executing an enterprise
stress testing program requires a technology
framework that enables data, scenarios,
analytics and reports to be integrated across
the organization. Stress testing platforms
should be flexible enough to enable lines
of business, finance and corporate risk
management groups to generate multifactor
stress tests and store the information for
later use.”
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Technology as a facilitator

Equally important is the infrastructure used
to perform stress tests, as they determine
the ability of a bank to design and deploy risk
models and scenarios, and the speed at which
results can be made available. “Today, banks
are expected to be able to demonstrate sound
decision-making capabilities, based on higher
granularity in their sensitivity testing and more
complex scenarios. This is coupled with the
need to be able to handle large data sets and
increase the frequency and speed at which
banks can generate stress testing results,”
says Vinci.
In recent years, one of the ways banks have
addressed this need for speed is by deploying
their stress testing tools on cloud-based

environments, which also serve as a staging
area for all data entering stress testing models.
This approach has provided significant benefits
in terms of efficiency, performance and
scalability. It also facilitates easier access to
stress test results by users in different business
functions and jurisdictions, without straining
resources or slowing down processes. Yet, not
all banks have made the shift.
“Stress testing as a whole is just a workflow.
Where that workflow sits, whether it’s in the
cloud, or whether it’s in in-house premises,
is a decision that a bank’s management has
to make,” says Nitin Rana, Senior Director of
Group Risk at United Overseas Bank (UOB)
in Singapore. “Given that most stress testing
uses aggregated data, sensitive client-level
transaction level data is not needed, so stress
testing operations as a whole are appropriate
to be deployed on a cloud environment”.
Stress testing tools and software hosted on
physical hardware will often have limits on
the number of nodes that can be used to run
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As risk and resilience continue
to be top of mind issues in the
year ahead, banks are likely to
scenarios, or be too brittle to accommodate
data-heavy scenarios, such as those designed
to assess the impacts of cyber-attacks,
pandemics or climate change. Migrating to a
flexible cloud-based environment allows better
data acquisition, a better user experience and
better computing capacity, and may prove to be
particularly necessary for banks that need to
integrate advanced datasets in their stress
testing programs to model climate risk and
other complex scenarios.

continue to gravitate towards
stress testing tools which allow
for increased automation,
speed and efficiency.

“The Covid-19 crisis highlighted that stress
events can have no resemblance to past
events and come with little prior warning,”
says Samiran Mukhopadhyay, Director, APAC
Value Proposition at Wolters Kluwer. “This
makes it necessary for banks to be able to run
multiple stress scenarios to uncover pockets
of risk in their portfolios in little time. This
further highlights the need for next-generation
solutions and platforms which leverage on
cloud capabilities.”

As risk and resilience continue to be top of
mind issues in the year ahead, banks are likely
to continue to gravitate towards stress testing
tools which allow for increased automation,
speed and efficiency. With advanced technology
platforms and cloud-based infrastructure
as facilitators, banks will be better able to
accommodate the need to perform stress
testing exercises in a timely and automated
manner, as will be increasingly required by
regulators in the years to come.
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OneSumX for Finance, Risk and Regulatory
Reporting is a best-in-class integrated regulatory
compliance and reporting solution suite that
establishes a single source of data for finance,
risk and regulatory reporting that is enriched with
value-added content from our in-house experts.
Deployed either on-premise or in a cloud
environment, OneSumX also provides
functionality for firms to construct and perform
all types of financial stress testing as well as
analyze and report on the results.
https://www.wolterskluwer.com/en/solutions/
onesumx-for-finance-risk-and-regulatoryreporting

Regulation Asia is the leading source for
actionable regulatory intelligence for the Asia
Pacific financial services industry. Since 2013,
our audience and subscription base have grown
to include regulatory bodies, exchanges, banks,
asset managers and service providers, allowing us
to play a key role in the regulatory agenda.
https://www.regulationasia.com
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